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Meet Our Highlighted Annual Sponsor
Gibraltar Business Capital - We know how frustrating it can
be during challenging times — like turnarounds, acquisitions,
economic downturns, market issues, rapid growth, etc. — to
know that your company has so much going for it and to have a
strategic plan you really believe in, but be unable to get the
financing you need to move forward. At Gibraltar Business
Capital, we help business owners and their advisors execute on their plans, at their pace, to
solve challenges or fuel growth at any stage of the business lifecycle.
The above is an excerpt from our Sponsor's website. Learn more about Gibraltar Business
Capital, a TMA NYC Silver Annual Sponsor.
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TMA NYC Virtual Upcoming Events
Take a Break with TMA NYC : Zoom
the City Virtual Scavenger Hunt
Wednesday, December 9, 2020 | 6:00PM

REGISTER
NOW

Upcoming Event
Save the Date
Wednesday, January 20, 2021

SAVE THE DATE

Upcoming Event
Save the Date
Tuesday, January 12, 2021

SAVE THE DATE

TMA Global Distressed & Investing
Conference 2021
February 23-25, 2021

SAVE THE DATE

2021 TMA Distressed Investing Conference
February 23-25, 2021 | Online
At #TMADIC you'll be the first to explore
innovative ideas no one is talking about yet, and
experience three packed days of networking,
professional development, and dealmaking, all
from the comfort of your home or office. With so
many industries in distress these days, you can’t afford to sit this one out.
Schedule meetings and look up attendees with ease, making your interactions
as productive as possible. Registration Opens Soon!

Turnaround Time

David Prager of Duff & Phelps is joined by Howard Brod Brownstein of The Brownstein
Corporation, Tatiana Markel of BakerHostetler and Ken Epstein of Omni Bridgeway to
discuss litigation funding, including its benefits; applicability in insolvency situations;
common features and structures, considerations, and an illustrative case study. Learn
more.

Did you know that TMA NYC is now
offering CPE credits for all of their
programs? The New York Institute
of Credit is supporting our
programming efforts by providing the
CPE! Get your CPE now!

Membership Perks
What's New at TMA Learning
Link™
At TMA Learning Link™, you can find content and
information on topics important to our community in the turnaround, restructuring, and
corporate renewal industry. Access to these resources is included with your TMA
membership and is available 24/7. We're continuing to add new content daily, so make sure
you stop by often!

Click Here to Listen to CEO Speaks
On last week's edition of CEO Speaks, listen to the many events from sea to shining sea
and across the pond that keep us motivated, innovative, and inspired.

Read the News
If Our Current Crisis Forces a Major Turnaround Effort,
is Your Board up to the Task?
Past Chapter President Deborah Reperowitz and current Chapter President Pankaj Amin
co-authored this article on preparing boards for company restructurings.
The ongoing economic convulsions of 2020 have brought unprecedented stress to many
companies. Continuous pressure on revenues, production, sales and personnel are forcing
boards and managers to weigh major, bet-the-company #restructuring plans for survival. Is

your #board membership up to the task, and are they prepared for the dangers
restructuring brings? Read More

Journal of Corporate Renewal - October 2020
Survivors Assess their Futures Amid Pandemic’s Economic
Fallout
The COVID-19 pandemic has created winners and losers, often
penalizing and benefiting entire industries on the basis of how their
respective operations, products, and services fit into the new business
environment. This phenomenon poses a challenge... Read More
CROs Adapt to Limits on On-Site Presence
Can a chief restructuring officer (CRO) continue to be an effective and efficient resource for
lenders in this new normal environment? The short answer is “absolutely.” But the longer
answer is complicated. Workouts of lenders’ distressed credits... Read More
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